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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Chondrogenesis  is  known  to be  regulated  by  calcium-dependent  signalling  pathways  in which  temporal
aspects  of  calcium  homeostasis  are  of key  importance.  We  aimed  to better  characterise  calcium  influx  and
release  functions  with  respect  to rapid  calcium  oscillations  in cells  of chondrifying  chicken  high density
cultures.  We  found  that  differentiating  chondrocytes  express  the  !1 subunit  of  voltage-operated  calcium
channels  (VOCCs)  at both  mRNA  and  protein  levels,  and  that  these  ion  channels  play  important  roles  in
generating  Ca2+ influx  for oscillations  as  nifedipine  interfered  with  repetitive  calcium  transients.  Fur-
thermore,  VOCC  blockade  abrogated  chondrogenesis  and  almost  completely  blocked  cell  proliferation.
The  contribution  of internal  Ca2+ stores  via  store-operated  Ca2+ entry  (SOCE)  seems  to  be indispensable
to  both  Ca2+ oscillations  and  chondrogenesis.  Moreover,  this  is  the  first  study  to  show  the  functional
expression  of  STIM1/STIM2  and  Orai1,  molecules  that orchestrate  SOCE,  in  chondrogenic  cells.  Inhibition
of  SOCE  combined  with  ER  calcium  store  depletion  abolished  differentiation  and  severely  diminished
proliferation,  suggesting  the  important  role  of  internal  pools  in  calcium  homeostasis  of  differentiating
chondrocytes.  Finally,  we present  an integrated  model  for the  regulation  of  calcium  oscillations  of  differ-
entiating  chondrocytes  that may  have  important  implications  for  studies  of  chondrogenesis  induced in
various stem  cell  populations.

© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction 21

One of the initial steps during formation of the embryonic 22

skeleton is the differentiation of chondroprogenitor cells into 23

extracellular matrix-secreting chondroblasts. Later on, mature 24

chondrocytes are formed that undergo terminal differentiation pre- 25

ceding endochondral ossification [1]. Cartilage formation, including 26

differentiation and proliferation of chondrogenic cells, is tightly 27

regulated by complex interplay between numerous families of 28

signalling proteins, eventually leading to activation of Sox9, as 29

well as Sox6 and L-Sox5—transcription factors that are essential 30

for chondrogenesis; they are involved in the specification of the 31

chondrogenic lineage and activate the expression of chondrogenic 32

marker genes (e.g. COL2A1, AGR1) [2,3]. 33

During the early steps of chondrogenesis, intracellular signalling 34

undergoes profound changes to initiate specific gene activation 35

that requires translocation of lineage-specific transcription factors 36

into the cell nucleus. In particular, the nuclear localisation signal 37

at the N-terminus of the chondrocyte-specific transcription factor 38

Sox9 was shown to contain a calmodulin-binding region and 39

Ca2+–calmodulin has been reported to be involved in the nuclear 40

entry of Sox9 [4].  Calcium ions (Ca2+) are suggested to be key 41
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factors involved in controlling differentiation of cells, including42

human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) [5] and chondrocytes [6].43

In general, Ca2+-regulated cellular events require transiently44

elevated cytosolic Ca2+ concentration to activate Ca2+-sensitive45

signalling components [7].  Cells utilise two main sources of Ca2+ for46

initiating and generating signals. On the one hand, Ca2+ entry across47

the plasma membrane via either voltage-operated Ca2+ channels48

(VOCCs) or agonist-dependent and voltage-independent Ca2+ entry49

pathways, amongst which are the receptor ion channels (e.g. P2X50

[8],  NMDA-receptors [9],  TRPV channels [10]; the latter group51

also act as sensors of osmotic pressure, volume, stretch, and vari-52

ous chemical and mechanical stimuli [11]), the store-independent53

(e.g. arachidonate-dependent non-capacitive Ca2+ entry [12]) and54

‘store-operated’ Ca2+ (SOC) channels (e.g. TRPs [5]); and on the55

other hand, Ca2+ release from internal stores such as the smooth56

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) via the inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate57

receptor (IP3R) or the ryanodine receptor (RyR), as well as Ca2+58

induced Ca2+ release (CICR) or via the exchange protein directly59

activated by cyclic AMP  (Epac) [13,14]. Since changes of intra-60

cellular Ca2+ concentration are related to cell proliferation and61

differentiation that are important functions of undifferentiated62

cells such as MSCs, the Ca2+ homeostasis of stem cells has been63

thoroughly investigated [15].64

It is well documented that different spatial and temporal pat-65

terns of intracellular free Ca2+ concentration play distinct roles in66

the regulation of various cellular processes. Not only a stable rise,67

but also periodic oscillatory changes of cytosolic Ca2+ concentra-68

tion represent a nearly universal signalling mechanism even in69

non-excitable cells [16]. Signal transduction pathways triggered by70

Ca2+ oscillations are generally accepted to control cellular differ-71

entiation via reducing the threshold for the activation of different72

Ca2+-dependent transcription factors, including nuclear factor of73

activated T lymphocytes (NFAT), nuclear factor-"B (NF-"B), Jun N-74

terminal kinase-1 (JNK1), myocyte enhancer factor-2 (MEF2) and75

the cAMP-response element binding protein (CREB), depending on76

the frequency and amplitude of the Ca2+ transients [17,18]. Sponta-77

neous Ca2+ oscillations were reported in several non-excitable cells78

undergoing differentiation or proliferation [19]. In human MSCs,79

the major source of Ca2+ for the observed oscillations is Ca2+ release80

from ER via IP3Rs, but Ca2+ influx via non-capacitive SOCs is also81

required to sustain these oscillations, without a significant contri-82

bution from VOCCs [5].  Unlike MSCs, spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations83

in most of the cells examined, including differentiating limb bud-84

derived mesenchymal cells, seemed to depend on the availability of85

extracellular Ca2+. These observations are in a good correlation with86

our previous results implying that mainly Ca2+ influx, at least in part87

via the ligand-gated purinergic cation channel P2X4, is required for88

maintaining sustained raised cytosolic Ca2+ levels in differentiat-89

ing chondrogenic cells [20,21]. Nevertheless, in these studies, the90

contribution from internal Ca2+ stores, in spite of the functional91

expression of IP3Rs, seemed to be less important in differentiating92

chicken chondrogenic cells. Many Ca2+ entry and release processes93

have been documented in mature chondrocytes [22]; however,94

knowledge regarding the precise regulation and function of Ca2+95

homeostasis, including high-frequency spontaneous oscillations,96

during in vitro chondrogenesis is still sparse.97

In this study, we aimed at further characterising the Ca2+98

homeostasis of differentiating chicken chondrocytes with spe-99

cial emphasis on the contribution of internal Ca2+ stores and100

the involvement of VOCCs in generating and maintaining high-101

frequency repetitive Ca2+ transients to modulate cellular functions102

such as differentiation and proliferation. We  undertook to ana-103

lyse intracellular Ca2+ dynamics in individual chondrifying cells at104

high spatial and temporal resolution using LIVE confocal Ca2+ imag-105

ing microscopy. Having performed a detailed investigation of the106

contribution of internal Ca2+ stores and store-operated Ca2+ entry107

(SOCE) to the Ca2+ homeostasis of differentiating chondrocytes and 108

the involvement of Ca2+ influx via VOCCs in generating or main- 109

taining spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations, we provide a refined model 110

of Ca2+ signalling events including Ca2+ influx and release functions 111

in differentiating cells of chondrifying micromass cultures during 112

in vitro chondrogenesis. 113

2. Materials and methods 114

2.1. Primary high density chondrifying cell cultures 115

A well-known and easily reproducible in vitro experimental 116

model to study hyaline cartilage formation was  first described by 117

Ahrens et al. [23]. In these high density cell cultures (HDC), chicken 118

limb bud-derived chondroprogenitor mesenchymal cells sponta- 119

neously differentiate to chondroblasts and chondrocytes on days 2 120

and 3 of culturing, and a well-detectable amount of hyaline carti- 121

lage extracellular matrix (ECM) is produced by day 6. 122

To establish primary micromass cell cultures of chondri- 123

fying mesenchymal cells, Ross hybrid chicken embryos of 124

Hamburger–Hamilton developmental stages 22–24 (4.5-day-old) 125

were used. Work on early chick embryos in vitro does not require 126

a license from the Ethics Committee of the University of Debre- 127

cen. Distal parts of forelimbs and hindlimbs of embryos were 128

isolated and dissociated in 0.25% trypsin–EDTA (Sigma, St. Louis, 129

MO,  USA; pH 7.4) at 37 ◦C for 1 h. The enzymatic digestion was ter- 130

minated by the addition of equal volume of foetal bovine serum 131

(FBS; Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD,  USA) and digested limb buds were 132

filtered through a 20-#m pore size plastic filter unit (Millipore, 133

Billerica, MA,  USA) to yield a single cell suspension of chondro- 134

genic mesenchymal cells. After a brief centrifugation (at 800 × g for 135

10 min), cells were resuspended in Ham’s F12 medium (Sigma) sup- 136

plemented with 10% FBS at a concentration of 1.5 × 107 cells mL−1 137

and 100–100 #L droplets were inoculated into plastic cell cul- 138

ture plates (Orange Scientifique, Braine-l’Alleud, Belgium). After 139

allowing the cells to attach to the surface for 120 min at 37 ◦C 140

in a CO2 incubator (5% CO2 and 80% humidity), 2 mL  of Ham’s 141

F12 supplemented with 10% FBS, 0.5 mM stabile l-glutamine 142

and antibiotics/antimicotics (penicillin 50 U mL−1, streptomycin 143

50 #g mL−1, fungizone 1.25 #g mL−1; TEVA, Debrecen, Hungary) 144

was added. Day of inoculation was considered as day 0 of cultur- 145

ing. Cultures were kept at 37 ◦C in a CO2 incubator for 6 days. The 146

medium was changed on every second day. 147

2.2. Confocal microscopy 148

2.2.1. Line-scan analysis 149

Spontaneous Ca2+ transients and the effects of modified extra- 150

cellular ionic milieu or various drugs on Ca2+ oscillations were 151

monitored using an LSM 510 META Laser Scanning Confocal 152

Microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). All measurements were 153

performed at room temperature. Cells of 1- and 2-day-old high den- 154

sity micromass cell cultures were incubated for 30 min  at 37 ◦C 155

with 10 #M Fluo-4-AM in Ham’s F12 medium. Calcium imag- 156

ing was  carried out in normal (in mM:  137 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 0.5 157

MgCl2, 1.8 CaCl2, 11.8 HEPES; 1 g L−1 glucose; pH 7.4) or Ca2+-free 158

(containing 5 mM EGTA, without CaCl2) Tyrode’s solution. The sar- 159

coplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA) inhibitor 160

cyclopiazonic acid (CPA, Sigma) was used at a final concentration 161

of 10 #M in normal Tyrode’s solution (stock: 10 mM,  in DMSO). 162

SOCE blockers, i.e. the non-specific TRPC antagonist YM-58483 163

(a pyrazole derivative, also known as BTP-2; Sigma) [24] and 164

LaCl3 (Sigma) [5] were used at 1 #M and 500 #M final concen- 165

trations, respectively, diluted in normal Tyrode’s solution (stocks: 166

300 mM and 1 mM in distilled water and DMSO, respectively). 167
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(These compounds could not be applied to oscillating cells in Ca2+-168

free Tyrode’s since removal of free extracellular Ca2+ ions alone169

abolished Ca2+ oscillations, which would have rendered the eval-170

uation of the effects of these blockers impossible.) Acquisition of171

line-scan images started immediately after changing the solution172

on the cultures. During measurements, only cells exhibiting Ca2+173

oscillations were investigated, and other cells were disregarded.174

Line-scan images were acquired at 0.8 ms/line, 512 pixels/line with175

7 ms  intervals, recording 8192 lines using a 63× water immersion176

objective. Measurements were carried out in cells from 3 indepen-177

dent experiments. Images were analysed using an automatic event178

detection software developed in the Department of Physiology of179

the University of Debrecen, Medical and Health Science Centre.180

2.2.2. X–Y monitoring181

Series of X–Y images were recorded from random visual fields of182

1- and 2-day-old Fluo-4-loaded chondrifying cultures with LIVE 5183

Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany)184

using EC Plan-Neofluar 20×/0.50 M27  objective with 2× digital185

zoom. Calcium imaging was performed in normal and Ca2+-free186

Tyrode’s solutions (see above). All measurements were performed187

at room temperature. LaCl3 (500 #M),  YM-58483 (1 #M),  and188

nifedipine (10 #M)  were diluted in normal Tyrode’s solution (con-189

taining 1.8 mM Ca2+; see above). Frame acquisition rate was  10 s−1.190

A total number of 1000 images were recorded during control191

conditions on days 1 and 2. When the effects of pharmacons on192

spontaneous Ca2+ transients were examined during time series193

recordings, the same visual fields on each culture were observed 1, 3194

and 5 min  after replacing the bath solution from normal Tyrode’s to195

the test solution (LaCl3–YM-58483; or nifedipine). During these lat-196

ter experiments, a total number of 500 X–Y scans were recorded at197

each time point. Data analysis was carried out using Zeiss Enhanced198

Navigation (ZEN 2009) software. The round-shaped chondrocytes199

were marked as region of interest (ROI) on each visual field. Time-200

dependent fluorescent intensities of ROIs were analysed using an201

automatic event detection software developed in the Department202

of Physiology.203

2.3. Single cell fluorescent Ca2+ measurements204

Measurements were performed on day 2 of culturing using205

the calcium dependent fluorescent dye Fura-2 as described pre-206

viously [6].  Briefly, cultures were transferred to 2 mL  fresh Ham’s207

F12 medium containing 10 #L Fura-2-acetoxy-methylester (AM;208

10 #M)  and 4 #L neostigmin (0.3 nM;  to inhibit extracellular209

choline-esterase activity). Fura-2-loaded cells were then placed on210

the stage of an inverted fluorescent microscope (Diaphot; Nikon,211

Kowasaki, Japan) and viewed using a 40× oil immersion objective.212

Measurements were performed in normal and Ca2+-free Tyrode’s213

solutions (see above). LaCl3 (500 #M),  YM-58483 (1 #M), and CPA214

(10 #M)  were diluted in Ca2+-free Tyrode’s solution. Excitation215

wavelength was altered between 340 and 380 nm (F340 and F380)216

by a microcomputer-controlled dual-wavelength monochromator217

(DeltaScan; Photon Technologies International, New Brunswick, NJ,218

USA). Emission was monitored at 510 nm at 10 Hz acquisition rate219

using a photomultiplier. Background fluorescence was subtracted220

on-line from F340 and F380 signals by the data acquisition software.221

Intracellular [Ca2+] was calculated from the ratio of measured222

fluorescence intensities (R = F340/F380) as described by Grynkiewicz223

et al. [25]. The measuring bath was constantly perfused with nor-224

mal  Tyrode’s solution at a rate of 2 mL  min−1 (EconoPump; Bio-Rad225

Laboratories, CA, USA). Test solutions were directly applied to the226

cells through a perfusion capillary tube (Perfusion PencilTM; Auto-227

Mate Scientific, San Francisco, CA, USA) with an internal diameter of228

250 #m at a rate of 1.5 #L s−1, using a local perfusion system (Valve229

BankTM 8 version 2.0, AutoMate Scientific). All measurements were 230

performed at room temperature. 231

2.4. Modulation of Ca2+ influx via voltage-operated Ca2+ 232

channels with nifedipine and inhibition of SOCE 233

In order to assess longer-term effects of interference with Ca2+ 234

homeostasis of differentiating chondrocytes, the above compounds 235

were also added to the culture medium of HDC. The L-type VOCC- 236

blocker nifedipine was  administered to the culture medium from 237

the beginning of the first culturing day at a final concentration of 238

10 #M.  For control experiments, the vehicle (DMSO, Sigma) was 239

added to cultures at equal volumes. To assess the role of inter- 240

nal Ca2+ stores, following store depletion with 10 #M CPA, SOCE 241

was blocked by co-application of 1 #M YM-58483 and 500 #M 242

LaCl3. CPA, YM-58483 and LaCl3 were added to the culture medium 243

on culturing day 2 for 24 h. For control experiments, the vehicles 244

(DMSO and sterile water) were added to cultures at equal volumes. 245

2.5. Qualitative and semi-quantitative determination of cartilage 246

matrix production 247

For visualisation of cartilage matrix in HDC, low pH metachro- 248

matic staining was performed with dimethyl methylene blue 249

(DMMB; Sigma) dissolved in 3% acetic acid on day 6 of cultur- 250

ing. The amount of sulphated matrix components was  determined 251

with a semi-quantitative method, by measuring the optical den- 252

sity of extracted toluidine blue (TB; Reanal, Budapest, Hungary) 253

bound to glycosaminoglycans in 6-day-old HDC. Both qualitative 254

and semi-quantitative staining procedures were described previ- 255

ously in more detail [6].  256

2.6. Measurement of cell proliferation and mitochondrial activity 257

Rate of cellular proliferation in HDC was determined by mea- 258

suring the radioactivity of incorporated 3H-thymidine during a 259

16-h-long period on day 3 (as described earlier [6])  started 260

promptly after combined treatment with CPA, YM-58483 and LaCl3, 261

or nifedipine. For the investigation of mitochondrial activity, cells 262

cultured in wells of 96-well plates were used and MTT-assay 263

was performed immediately after treatments on day 3 as it was  264

described previously [6]. Untreated 3-day-old HDC were used as 265

controls for both assays. Measurements were carried out in 6 sam- 266

ples of each experimental group in 3 independent experiments. 267

2.7. Reverse transcription followed by PCR analysis 268

Total RNA from HDC was isolated as described previously [6].  269

The assay mixture (20 #L) for reverse transcriptase (RT) reactions 270

contained 500 ng total RNA, 0.25 #L RNase inhibitor, 2 #L random 271

primers, 0.8 #L dNTP Mix  (4 mM),  50 units (1 #L) MultiScribeTM 272

RT in 1× RT buffer (High Capacity RT kit; Applied Biosystems, 273

Foster City, CA, USA) and complementary cDNA was transcribed 274

at 37 ◦C for 2 h. Amplifications of specific cDNA sequences were 275

achieved with specific primer pairs that were designed based on 276

chicken nucleotide sequences published in GenBank and purchased 277

from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT; Coralville, IA, USA). 278

Nucleotide sequences of forward and reverse primers and reac- 279

tion conditions are shown in Table 1. PCR reactions were carried 280

out in a final volume of 25 #L containing 1–1 #L forward and 281

reverse primers (10 #M),  0.5 #L cDNA, 0.5 #L dNTP Mix  (200 #M),  282

and 1 unit (0.2 #L) Promega GoTaq® DNA polymerase in 1× Green 283

GoTaq® Reaction Buffer in a programmable thermal cycler (Labnet 284

MultiGeneTM 96-well Gradient Thermal Cycler; Labnet Interna- 285

tional, Edison, NJ, USA) with the following settings: 2 min at 95 ◦C 286
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Table 1
Nucleotide sequences, amplification sites, GenBank accession numbers, amplicon sizes and PCR reaction conditions for each primer pair are shown.

Gene Primer Nucleotide sequence (5′ → 3′) GenBank ID Annealing
temperature

Amplicon size
(bp)

CaV1.2 (CACNA1C) Sense CAA CAG AGC CAA AGG ACT AAA (3054–3074) XM 416388 54 ◦C 477
Antisense GTG ACG ATG ACG AAA CCA A (3512–3530)

CaV1.3 (CACNA1D) Sense AGG CTC ATC AAT CAC CAC A (2704–2722) NM 205034 54 ◦C 387
Antisense AAA GAC GCA CTG AAC AAC G (3072–3090)

CaV2.2 (CACNA1B) Sense CTA CGC CAC GAC CCT ACA C (2442–2460) NM 204293 61 ◦C 408
Antisense TTC TCA ACG CCT TCT TCC A (2831–2849)

CaV2.3 (CACNA1E) Sense TCA CCA ACT CCG ACC GTA AC (3347–3366) XM 422255 60 ◦C 500
Antisense CAC CTC CAT CTT GTT CTT CTC AT (3824–3846)

CaV3.1 (CACNA1G) Sense CAC TGA ATC CGT CCA TAG CAT C (1989–2010) XM 001232653 61 ◦C 423
Antisense CTG TCT GAG TCC GTC TCG TTG T (2390–2411)

CaV3.2 (CACNA1H) Sense CCC TGG AAG GAT GGG TTG A (1256–1274) XM 414830 61 ◦C 371
Antisense CTG CCC GTT TGT GGT GTT G (1608–1626)

CaV3.3 (CACNA1I) Sense CTG AGG ACG GAT ACA GGA GAT (2281–2301) XM 425474 59 ◦C 437
Antisense TTG CGT GAA GAG TTG GAG AC (2698–2717)

Orai1 Sense TAG CAA CGT GCA TAA TCT CAA (264–284) NM 001030658 57 ◦C 257
Antisense TCA GTC CAA AGG GAA CCA T (502–520)

STIM1 Sense GGT GGT GTC CAT CGT CAT CG (426–445) NM 001030838 62 ◦C 356
Antisense GCT CCT TCT CGG CGT TCT TC (762–781)

STIM2 Sense CAA TTA GCA ATC GCC AAA G (1177–1195) XM 420749 57 ◦C 495
Antisense CAC AGA AAG GAT GTC AGG GT (1652–1671)

Aggrecan core protein
(AGR1)

Sense CAA TGC AGA GTA CAG AGA (276–294) XM 001232949 54 ◦C 430
Antisense TCT GTC TCA CGG ACA CCG (688–704)

Collagen II (COL2A1) Sense GGA CCC AAA GGA CAG ACG G (1191–1210) NM 204426 59 ◦C 401
Antisense TCG CCA GGA GCA CCA GTT (1573–1591)

Sox9 Sense CCC CAA CGC CAT CTT CAA (713–731) NM 204281 54 ◦C 381
Antisense CTG CTG ATG CCG TAG GTA (1075–1093)

GAPDH Sense GAG AAC GGG AAA CTT GTC AT (238–258) NM 204305 54 ◦C 556
Antisense GGC AGG TCA GGT CAA CAA (775–793)

for initial denaturation followed by 35 repeated cycles of denatur-287

ation at 94 ◦C for 30 s, primer annealing for 45 s at an optimised288

temperature for each primer pair (see Table 1), and extension at289

72 ◦C for 90 s. After the final cycle, further extension was allowed290

to proceed for another 7 min  at 72 ◦C. PCR products were analysed291

using a 1.2% ethidium bromide-containing agarose gel. Optical292

density of PCR product signals was determined by using ImageJ293

(Image Processing and Analysis in Java) version 1.46 freeware294

(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).295

2.8. SDS–PAGE and Western blot analysis296

Total cell lysates of HDC for sodium dodecyl sul-297

phate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) were298

prepared as described previously [26]. 50 #g of protein was sep-299

arated by 7.5% SDS–PAGE gel for immunological detection of key300

proteins for Ca2+ influx or release functions (i.e. pan !1 subunit301

of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels and STIM1), as well as protein302

expression and phosphorylation status of the chondrogenic master303

transcription factor Sox9. Proteins were transferred electrophoret-304

ically to nitrocellulose membranes. After blocking in 5% non-fat dry305

milk in PBS, membranes were incubated with primary antibodies306

overnight at 4 ◦C as follows: rabbit polyclonal anti-CaV pan !1307

subunit in 1:200, epitope: intracellular C-terminus (Alomone308

Labs, Jerusalem, Israel); and mouse monoclonal anti-STIM1 in309

1:500, epitope: 25–139 in human that has a high similarity to the310

chicken sequence (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA); rabbit311

polyclonal anti-Sox9 antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) in 1:600;312

rabbit polyclonal anti-P-Sox9 antibody (Sigma) in 1:800; rabbit313

polyclonal anti-actin antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.,314

Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and rabbit polyclonal anti-GAPDH antibody315

(Abcam). After washing for 30 min  in PBST, membranes were incu- 316

bated with the HRP-conjugated secondary antibody, anti-rabbit 317

IgG (Bio-Rad) in 1:1500 dilution. Membranes were developed by 318

enhanced chemiluminescence reaction (Millipore, Billerica, MA,  319

USA) according to the instructions of the manufacturer. Optical 320

density of signals was  measured by using ImageJ 1.46. 321

2.9. Statistical analysis 322

All data are representative of at least three independent exper- 323

iments. Averages are expressed as mean ± SEM (standard error of 324

the mean; n, number of cells measured). Statistical analysis was 325

performed by using Student’s t-test. Threshold for statistically sig- 326

nificant differences as compared to respective control cultures was 327

set at *P < 0.05. 328

3. Results 329

3.1. Rapid spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations are detectable in 330

differentiating chondrocytes 331

To investigate spontaneous repetitive transient increases in 332

cytosolic Ca2+ concentration in individual cells of primary chon- 333

drifying micromass cultures derived from embryonic limb buds, 334

Fluo-4 fluorescent Ca2+ imaging technique was applied on days 1 335

and 2 using LIVE confocal microscopy. As these cultures are hetero- 336

geneous by nature in terms of cellular composition (epithelial cells 337

and muscle progenitors with distinct morphology can also be found 338

in relatively small numbers along with osteochondroprogenitor 339

cells; see [21]), only cells with round morphology were included 340

in this study, while others were disregarded. Series of X–Y images 341

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ceca.2013.03.003
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Fig. 1. Spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations in cells of HDC on day 2 of culturing. Prior to
measurements, cells were loaded with Fluo-4-AM for 30 min  Ca2+ oscillations were
observed without agonist stimulation in Tyrode’s solution containing 1.8 mM Ca2+

at room temperature. (A) Series of X–Y images were recorded from random visual
fields of chondrifying cultures with Zeiss LIVE 5 Laser Scanning Confocal Micro-
scope. These four representative frames were acquired at 6.5, 18.3, 29.6 and 54.4 s
during measurements. Arrows indicate differentiating chondrocytes with repetitive
intracellular Ca2+ oscillations. (B) Time course of fluorescence intensities of the cells
marked with arrows in panel (A). Fluo-4 fluorescence intensity values normalised
to  baseline fluorescence (F/F0) are plotted vs.  time. Wide ranges of frequency and
amplitude of oscillating cells were observed.

were recorded from random visual fields of Fluo-4-loaded chondri-342

fying cultures on days 1 and 2 of culturing. Ca2+ oscillations were343

recorded from cells bathed in Tyrode’s solution containing 1.8 mM344

Ca2+ without agonist stimulation at room temperature. Four repre-345

sentative X–Y images recording Fluo-4-loaded cells in a 2-day-old346

culture taken at 6.5, 18.3, 29.6 and 54.4 s during measurements347

are shown in Fig. 1A. Wide ranges of frequency and amplitude of348

oscillating cells were observed (Fig. 1B; see Supplementary Video).349

On culturing day 1, 45 of 240 cells investigated (19%) exhibited350

spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations; whereas on day 2, the proportion351

Fig. 2. Pooled data of Ca2+ oscillations gathered from series of X–Y images acquired
from random visual fields of Fluo-4 loaded HDC on culturing days 1 and 2 with Zeiss
LIVE 5 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope. (A) Ratio of oscillating cells and fre-
quency of repetitive Ca2+ transients on days 1 and 2 of culturing. Numbers above bars
indicate the number of oscillating cells compared to all cells recorded. (B) Amplitude
and full time at half maximum (FTHM) of Ca2+ oscillations in differentiating cells of
HDC on culturing days 1 and 2. For both panels (A) and (B), while calculating the
parameters of Ca2+ oscillations, only oscillating cells with round, chondroblast-like
morphology were considered. Measurements were carried out on cultures from 4
independent experiments. Data represent mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM).
Numbers in parentheses above bars indicate the number of cells measured. Asterisks
(*) mark significant differences (*P < 0.05) between parameters of oscillating cells in
1-  and 2-day-old HDC.

of cells to show transient increases in cytosolic Ca2+ concentra- 352

tion was  substantially higher (175 of 317 cells; 55%) (Fig. 2A). Not 353

only the proportion of oscillating cells, but also their parameters 354

exhibited substantial changes during the course of differentiation 355

(Fig. 2A and B).  While the frequency of oscillations were found to 356

be significantly smaller on day 2 (0.06 ± 0.003 Hz; n = 175) vs. day 1 357

(0.08 ± 0.01 Hz; n = 45; P = 0.01) (Fig. 2A), the average amplitude of 358

transient increases in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration-related fluores- 359

cence ratio significantly increased from day 1 (expressed as !F/F0: 360

0.97 ± 0.11; n = 45) to culturing day 2 (1.27 ± 0.06; n = 175; P = 0.03) 361

(Fig. 2B). The third variable that was  used to describe the duration 362

of individual spontaneous transients (full time at half maximum; 363

FTHM) did not prove to be statistically different on the two cultur- 364

ing days investigated (2.37 ± 0.29 s; n = 45 on day 1 vs. 2.57 ± 0.15 s; 365

n = 175 on day 2; P = 0.55) (Fig. 2B). 366

3.2. Altered extracellular ionic milieu and Ca2+ entry blockers 367

modify the appearance and quantitative parameters of rapid 368

spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations in a time-dependent manner 369

Parameters of spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations were examined on 370

day 2 of culturing by recording series of X–Y images. In each cul- 371

ture, a random visual field with oscillating cells was set, and frames 372
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were acquired in control conditions (normal Tyrode’s solution; con-373

taining 1.8 mM Ca2+) at the 0 time point, and then in the presence374

of test solutions (either 10 #M nifedipine; or 500 #M LaCl3 and375

1 #M YM-58483); 1, 3 and 5 min  after changing the bath to the376

test solutions. Control measurements were performed on random377

visual fields in cultures at 0-, 1-, 3- and 5-min time points in nor-378

mal  Tyrode’s solution. It should be noted that all three parameters379

of Ca2+ oscillations investigated in this study (i.e. ratio of oscillating380

cells; amplitude and frequency of oscillations) followed a steady381

decline in the 5-min time frame even in control conditions; there-382

fore, all parameters following an intervention were normalised to383

their respective control values (data not shown).384

Application of the dihydropyridine L-type Ca2+ channel blocker385

nifedipine did not cause significant changes in the ratio of oscil-386

lating cells as compared to untreated control cells recorded387

at 3- and 5-min time points (80.93 ± 25.78% [P = 0.56]; and388

91.73 ± 28.95 [P = 0.84], respectively; n = 43 for all time points;389

Fig. 3A), and no significant changes were observed in the ampli-390

tude either (87.58 ± 11.89% [P = 0.5]; 69.44 ± 10.26% [P = 0.16];391

and 75.83 ± 6.26% [P = 0.13] at 1-, 3- and 5-min time points;392

n = 25, 16 and 11, respectively; Fig. 3B). At the same time,393

nifedipine decreased the frequency (53.97 ± 8.52% [P = 0.01]; and394

64.46 ± 12.88% [P = 0.15] at 3- and 5-min time points; n = 16 and 11,395

respectively; Fig. 3C) of Ca2+ oscillations; this parameter was  found396

to be significantly different from the control at the 3-min time point.397

These results indicate that nifedipine interfered with the frequency398

of oscillations, rather than the actual number of oscillating cells399

and the amplitude of the Ca2+ transients. In other words, treatment400

with nifedipine did not abolish repetitive Ca2+ transients, suggest-401

ing that VOCCs are not the primary, although important factors to402

mediate this phenomenon.403

By contrast, administration of the SOCE blockers significantly404

decreased the ratio of oscillating cells at all three time points405

(11.59 ± 6.95% [P = 0.0006]; 23.05 ± 13.58% [P = 0.008]; and 0.0%406

[P = 0.0] at 1-, 3- and 5-min time points, respectively; n = 29 for407

all time points) compared to the control (Fig. 3A); in particular,408

no oscillating cells could be observed in random visual fields after409

5 min. At the same time, amplitudes of repetitive Ca2+ transients410

were also reduced (45.35 ± 7.53% [P = 0.24]; and 58.33 ± 12.85%411

[P = 0.34] at 1- and 3-min time points; n = 2 and 3, respectively;412

Fig. 3B), and these blockers also decreased the frequency of oscil-413

lations at the 3-min time point (45.45 ± 22.72% [P = 0.13]; n = 3;414

Fig. 3C).415

Since these results suggest that ER Ca2+ stores play a determin-416

ing role in regulating repetitive Ca2+ transients in differentiating417

cells of HDC, we aimed to further analyse the effects of blockade418

of store-operated Ca2+ channels, as well as removal of free extra-419

cellular Ca2+ ions from the bath solution with a higher temporal420

resolution on line-scan diagrams. In these measurements, only421

round-shaped differentiating cells that exhibited prominent Ca2+422

oscillations were included and other cells were disregarded. Line-423

scan images of oscillating cells were recorded on day 2 of culturing424

in normal Tyrode’s solution (Fig. 4A). In the 46 cells examined, the425

frequency and the amplitude of Ca2+ oscillations were found to be426

0.08 ± 0.007 Hz and 1.44 ± 0.15, respectively. Then, measurements427

were continued by changing the entire volume of the bath solution428

on the cultures to the test solutions. When LaCl3 and YM-58483429

were applied to oscillating cells (n = 10), Ca2+ oscillations were430

blocked, and a severe disturbance in cytosolic Ca2+ was  observed:431

small-amplitude arrhythmic fluctuations in basal cytosolic Ca2+432

concentration, rather than periodic Ca2+ transients, were recorded;433

therefore, the analysis of Ca2+ concentration-related changes in434

relative fluorescence intensities could not be performed (Fig. 4B).435

With the ER Ca2+ stores depleted—i.e. when the SERCA-blocker436

CPA was co-applied with LaCl3 and YM-58483—Ca2+ oscillations437

were immediately eliminated (n = 10) and no changes in cytosolic438

Fig. 3. Pooled data of Ca2+ oscillations obtained from series of X–Y images acquired
from Fluo-4 loaded HDC in response to various treatments. Measurements were
carried out with Zeiss LIVE 5 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope. A total number of
500  images were recorded at each time point for each visual field; frame acquisition
rate was  10 s−1. (A) Percentage of oscillating cells before treatment (control), and
1,  3 or 5 min  after the application of bath solution containing 10 #M nifedipine, or
500  #M LaCl3 and 1 #M YM-58483. Values were normalised to the untreated cells
measured at 0 min  (control), and then at 1, 3 and 5 min. Numbers in parentheses
above bars show the number of cells measured. (B) Amplitude of Ca2+ oscillations,
normalised to values of untreated control cells. Numbers in parentheses above bars
represent the number of oscillating cells measured. (C) Frequency of Ca2+ oscillations
normalised to the control. Numbers in parentheses above bars show the number
of  cells measured. For panels (A)–(C), oscillating cells with round morphology in
the  same random visual field were recorded at all four time points. Differentiating
cartilage colonies were only used for a single measurement series and then were
discarded. Graphs represent pooled data of 3 independent experiments, measuring
random visual fields of 5 colonies for each treatment. Asterisks (*) mark significant
differences (*P < 0.05) between parameters of treated vs. control cells at respective
time points.
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Fig. 4. Pharmacological modulation of spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations and effects
of  altered extracellular ionic milieu in Fluo-4 loaded differentiating chondrocytes
of  2-day-old HDC. Representative confocal line-scan images and time courses of
Fluo-4 fluorescence intensities are shown; horizontal and vertical calibrations are
the same for all traces in panels (A)–(D). Horizontal lines under traces show the
duration of treatments with pharmacons or altered extracellular ionic milieu. Acqui-
sition of line-scan images started immediately after changing the bath solution on
the cultures. Prior to that, normal functions were detected on each culture. (A)
Spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations in normal ([Ca2+]e = 1.8 mM)  Tyrode’s solution. (B)
After the non-selective cation channel-mediated Ca2+ entry blocker LaCl3 (500 #M)
and the store-operated Ca2+ entry and Ca2+ release-activated Ca2+ (CRAC) chan-
nel  blocker YM-58483 (1 #M)  were applied in normal ([Ca2+]e = 1.8 mM)  Tyrode’s,
Ca2+ oscillations ceased, although irregular fluctuations in basal cytosolic Ca2+ con-
centration remained detectable. (C) When the SERCA-blocker CPA (10 #M)  was
co-administered with 500 #M LaCl3 and 1 #M YM-58483 in 1.8 mM [Ca2+]e, Ca2+

oscillations were totally eliminated. (D) 3 min  after changing the bath solution to
Ca2+-free Tyrode’s, periodic oscillations could not be detected. Line-scan diagrams
on  panels (A)–(D) are representative data out of 4 independent experiments.

Ca2+ levels could be detected, even in the presence of external439

Ca2+ in the bath solution (Fig. 4C). When oscillating cells (n = 10)440

were bathed with Ca2+-free Tyrode’s solution, the amplitudes441

of oscillations gradually decreased, and only disappeared after442

several minutes. The representative line-scan diagram (Fig. 4D)443

shows lack of repetitive Ca2+ transients 3 min  after changing the444

bath solution to Ca2+ free Tyrode’s.445

3.3. Differentiating chondrocytes express the ˛1 subunit of VOCCs446

at both mRNA and protein levels447

Since nifedipine was found to reduce the frequency of spon-448

taneous Ca2+ oscillations; furthermore, application of 120 mM449

KCl evoked large Ca2+ transients in the same experimental450

model in our previous experiments [21], we can hypothesise that451

voltage-operated Ca2+ channels may  be expressed and function452

on differentiating chondrocytes. Of the several different subunits453

that comprise functional VOCCs, the Ca2+ selective pore-forming454

!1 subunit is the one that primarily determines the channel455

properties. Therefore, we  first downloaded available sequence 456

data for chicken !1 subunit mRNAs, and carried out RT-PCR 457

reactions with primer pairs specific for each type of VOCC designed 458

by Primer Premier 5.0 software (Premier Biosoft, Palo Alto, CA, 459

USA). Two  ion channel subunit mRNA transcripts (CaV1.2 and 460

CaV1.3) of L-type (or dihydropyridine-sensitive) Ca2+ channels 461

were found to be expressed by chondrocytes, with CaV1.2 showing 462

a constant expression level, while CaV1.3 exhibited a peak-like 463

pattern with almost 5-fold stronger signals on days 2–4 of cul- 464

turing (Fig. 5A). By contrast, the R-type CaV2.3 !1 subunit mRNA 465

showed a marked expression in chondroprogenitor mesenchymal 466

cells, and gradually disappeared from differentiated chondroblasts 467

and chondrocytes. The three T-type (CaV3.1, CaV3.2 and CaV3.3) 468

ion channel subunits, interestingly, followed a very similar mRNA 469

expression profile to what has been observed in case of L-type 470

channels; CaV3.1 and CaV3.2 followed a constant expression (with 471

the latter exhibiting signs of downregulation in mature chon- 472

drocytes), whereas CaV3.3 also showed stronger signals during 473

differentiation of chondroprogenitor cells on days 2–4 (Fig. 5A). 474

Having confirmed mRNA expressions of various VOCCs, we also 475

wanted to check the presence of !1 subunits at the protein level. 476

By using a polyclonal antibody raised against CaV !1 subunits, 477

immunoreactive bands were detected at the expected molecular 478

weight (approx. 130 kDa). The protein showed strong expressions 479

in total cell lysates of HDC throughout the entire culturing period 480

(Fig. 5B). These findings, together with data obtained from Ca2+ 481

imaging experiments, demonstrate the functional expression of 482

various VOCCs in differentiating chondrogenic cells. 483

Next, we also undertook to characterise molecules that enable 484

Ca2+ entry following store depletion (also known as Ca2+ release- 485

activated Ca2+ or CRAC channels). Although Orai1 and STIM1, 486

essential mediators of CRAC channel function, have been described 487

in 2005 and 2006, respectively [27], their expression and func- 488

tion have not been investigated in chondrocytes. To this end, by 489

designing specific primers, we were able to demonstrate the con- 490

stant mRNA expression of STIM1, STIM2 and Orai1 throughout the 491

entire culturing period (Fig. 5B), probably reflecting on their essen- 492

tial role in Ca2+ homeostasis. Furthermore, we also demonstrated 493

the presence of STIM1 protein in total cell lysates of HDC on all 494

culturing days, with a constant expression pattern (Fig. 5B). The 495

identity of the upper immunogenic band at ∼90 kDa is unknown; it 496

can well be a glycosylated form or a splice variant of STIM1. Note- 497

worthy that two  STIM1 proteins of different size were found to be 498

expressed in murine tissues: besides the well-known STIM1 iso- 499

form, a new 115 kDa STIM1 referred to as STIM1L has also been 500

recently reported [28]. Owing to lack of commercially available 501

chicken-specific antibodies raised against Orai1, Western blot anal- 502

ysis of this protein could not be performed. 503

3.4. Modulation of either VOCC function or SOCE in differentiating 504

chondrocytes detrimentally affects in vitro chondrogenesis 505

To assess the long-term effects of the dihydropyridine L-type 506

Ca2+ channel blocker nifedipine (applied at 10 #M continuously 507

from day 1, due to constant expression of !1 subunits) and SOCE 508

inhibition combined with ER Ca2+ store depletion (by 500 #M 509

LaCl3, 1 #M YM-58483 and 10 #M CPA administered on day 2 for 510

24 h) on cartilage matrix production in vitro, further experiments 511

were performed. Continuous treatment with nifedipine signifi- 512

cantly attenuated cartilage matrix production by culturing day 6 513

as revealed by metachromatic staining procedures (Fig. 6A). With 514

ER Ca2+ stores depleted, blockade of SOCE for only 24 h on day 2 515

resulted in an equally prominent inhibitory effect (Fig. 6A), reflect- 516

ing on the important roles of both pathways (i.e. Ca2+ entry across 517

the plasma membrane via VOCCs and Ca2+ release from internal 518

Ca2+ stores) in Ca2+ homeostasis of differentiating chondrocytes. 519
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Fig. 5. Expression profiles of key molecules of Ca2+ influx and release on various days of culturing. (A) mRNA expression patterns of !1 subunits of voltage-gated (L-, R-, and
T-type)  Ca2+ channels were detected by RT-PCR. (B) mRNA and protein-level expression profiles of molecules (STIM1/STIM2 and Orai1) that orchestrate the SOCE mechanism,
and  protein-level expression of the Ca2+ selective pore-forming !1 subunit of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels on various days of culturing, detected with RT-PCR and Western
blot  analyses, respectively. For the STIM1 immunoblot, the lower band corresponds to the expected (70 kDa) molecular weight (marked by arrows). For PCR reactions shown
in  panels (A) and (B), GAPDH was used as a control (only shown in panel B). For Western blots, actin was used as a control. Data shown in panels (A) and (B) are representative
out  of 3 independent experiments. Numbers below bands represent integrated densities of signals determined by ImageJ freeware that were normalised to the value of
day  0.

Noteworthy that combined treatments (with CPA, YM-58483 and520

LaCl3) longer than 24 h completely abrogated chondrogenesis (data521

not shown). Day 2 was chosen to assess the effects of SOCE inhibi-522

tion on the differentiation step of chondroprogenitor cells.523

Next, we looked at whether these treatments interfered with524

the mRNA and protein expression of key genes of chondrogene-525

sis; as mRNA expression of type 2 collagen (COL2A1) and aggrecan526

core protein (AGR1), as well as mRNA and protein expression and527

phosphorylation status of the key chondrogenic marker Sox9 were528

monitored on culturing day 3 by RT-PCR and Western blot analy-529

ses, respectively. Although continuous treatment with nifedipine530

did not interfere with the mRNA expression of these genes, Sox9531

protein expression was found to be markedly reduced, without a532

detectable change in its phosphorylation level (Fig. 6B and C).  By533

contrast, interference to ER Ca2+ store functions caused a strong534

downregulation of mRNAs for ECM components, although mRNA535

transcript levels of Sox9 were not altered (Fig. 6B). At the protein536

level, Sox9 protein expression and phosphorylation status followed537

the same changes as observed for treatments with nifedipine; Sox9538

protein level was also found to be decreased, and the phosphory-539

lation status was also only slightly modified following SOCE block540

(Fig. 6C).541

Since in addition to modulating in vitro chondrogenesis at the542

molecular level, these treatments could have altered metabolic543

activity and/or the cell cycle of differentiating chondrocytes; there- 544

fore, mitochondrial activity and rate of proliferation were also 545

determined on day 3 by MTT  test and 3H-thymidine incorpora- 546

tion assays, respectively. While neither nifedipine nor combined 547

treatment to prevent Ca2+ re-uptake into depleted internal stores 548

modulated cellular metabolic activity, both treatments almost 549

completely abrogated cell proliferation (Fig. 6D). Consequently, 550

the observed decrease in metachromatic matrix production can 551

partially be attributed to the detected dramatic inhibition of cell 552

proliferation. 553

3.5. SOCE blockers alter the parameters of store-operated Ca2+ 554

entry induced by store depletion during fluorescent single cell 555

Ca2+ measurements 556

Intracellular Ca2+ concentration measurements were performed 557

in 2-day-old cultures loaded with Fura-2 to assess the parameters 558

of Ca2+ transients triggered via SOCE in the absence (Fig. 7A) and in 559

the presence of SOCE blockers (500 #M LaCl3 and 1 #M YM-58483; 560

Fig. 7B). At the beginning of recordings, internal Ca2+ stores of 561

cells were emptied by pre-treatment with the SERCA-inhibitor CPA 562

(10 #M)  dissolved in Ca2+-free Tyrode’s (not shown). The changes 563

in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration evoked by re-establishing the nor- 564

mal  (1.8 mM)  extracellular Ca2+ concentration were then recorded. 565
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Fig. 6. Effects of the dihydropyridine L-type Ca2+ channel blocker nifedipine (applied continuously from day 1 at 10 #M)  and SOCE inhibition combined with ER Ca2+ storeQ2
depletion (by 500 #M LaCl3, 1 #M YM-58483 and 10 #M CPA administered on day 2 for 24 h) on cartilage matrix production in vitro. (A) Metachromatic cartilage areas in
6-day-old high density colonies were visualised with DMMB dissolved in 3% acetic acid (pH 1.8). Metachromatic (purple) structures represent cartilaginous nodules formed
by  many cells and a cartilage matrix rich in polyanionic GAGs. Original magnification was  2×. Scale bar, 1 mm optical density (OD625) was determined in supernatants
of  6-day-old cultures containing toluidine blue extracted with 8% HCl dissolved in absolute ethanol. (B) mRNA transcripts of key chondrogenic and ECM marker genes
on  day 3 analysed by RT-PCR. GAPDH was used as a control. (C) Protein expression and phosphorylation status of the master chondrogenic transcription factor Sox9 in
3-day-old cultures. GAPDH was  used as a control. (D) Mitochondrial activity and rate of proliferation on day 3 determined by MTT  test and 3H-Thymidine incorporation
assays,  respectively. Statistically significant (*P < 0.05) differences in extinction (OD625) of samples for TB and in rate of proliferation are marked by asterisks (*). Abbreviations
used  for panels (B)–(D): C, control; Nife, nifedipine; SB, SOCE block by LaCl3, YM-58483 and CPA. Representative data out of 3 independent experiments are shown. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

Compared to untreated control cells, in the presence of the SOCE566

blockers both the amplitude (114.4 ± 15.6; n = 16 vs. 58.4 ± 5.6;567

n = 10; P = 0.01; Fig. 7C) and the maximal rate of rise (3.9 ± 0.5; n = 16568

vs. 1.5 ± 0.2; n = 10; P = 0.001; Fig. 7D) of SOCE were significantly569

decreased.570

4. Discussion571

4.1. Ca2+ homeostasis in differentiating chondrocytes572

It is generally accepted that Ca2+ is the most versatile second573

messenger. There is accumulating evidence that Ca2+ signalling574

pathways are key mediators of cellular events involved in dif-575

ferentiation processes also in non-excitable cells including MSCs576

and chondrocytes. A sustained rise in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration 577

induces differentiation of MSCs: increased intracellular Ca2+ was 578

reported to exert a biphasic regulatory role in adipocyte differen- 579

tiation, inhibiting the early stages while promoting the late stage 580

of differentiation [29]. Differentiation of mesenchymal cells into 581

chondrocytes is also controlled by Ca2+ dependent pathways: high 582

concentration of extracellular Ca2+ was found to promote chondro- 583

genic differentiation in chicken HDC [30]. By contrast, extracellular 584

Ca2+ was  reported to modulate differentiation during skeletoge- 585

nesis in chicken embryonic calvaria, where low concentrations 586

enabled chondrogenesis [31]. The importance of Ca2+ influx via 587

plasma membrane ion channels during chondrogenesis in mouse 588

limb bud-derived HDC was confirmed by the fact that treatment 589

with the L-type channel-specific blockers nifedipine and verapamil 590

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ceca.2013.03.003
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Fig. 7. Inhibition of store-operated Ca2+ entry (SOCE) in differentiating cells of Fura-
2  loaded 2-day-old HDC during single-cell fluorescent Ca2+ imaging. Internal Ca2+

stores of cells were previously depleted by the application of 10 #M CPA in Ca2+-free
Tyrode’s for 5 min, which caused a marked decrease in [Ca2+]i following a promi-
nent increase (not shown). (A) When [Ca2+]e was changed back to normal (1.8 mM),
a  large transient increase in [Ca2+]i was observed, demonstrating SOCE. (B) When
SOCE was  blocked by pre-treatment with 500 #M LaCl3 and 1 #M YM-58483 for
5  min, Ca2+ entry considerably decreased. (C) Pooled data of amplitudes of trans-
ients evoked by Ca2+ entry. (D) Mean values of the maximal rate of rise of SOCE
(calculated as d[Ca2+]i/dt) after the re-administration of external calcium. Numbers
in  parentheses indicate the number of cells measured. Asterisks (*) mark significant
(*P  < 0.05) differences between control cultures and cells pre-treated with LaCl3 and
YM-58483. Traces in panels (A) and (B) are representative out of 16 and 11 records,
respectively.

attenuated differentiation [32]. Consistent with the above findings, 591

a sustained rise in cytosolic free Ca2+ concentration was found to 592

coincide with the final commitment of differentiating chondropro- 593

genitor cells in chicken HDC and proved to be a prerequisite to 594

chondrogenic differentiation in these cultures [6].  595

4.1.1. VOCCs mediate Ca2+ influx during chondrogenesis 596

The above results concerning Ca2+ homeostasis and Ca2+ 597

dependent signalling events during chondrogenesis suggest that 598

chondrogenic differentiation partially depends on the availability 599

of extracellular Ca2+ and that their influx via plasma membrane 600

Ca2+ channels is indispensable. Indeed, many Ca2+ entry path- 601

ways have been identified in developing and mature chondrocytes 602

by our laboratory and others, including P2X and P2Y purinergic 603

receptors, N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor (NMDA) subunits, tran- 604

sient receptor potential (TRP) channels and arachidonate-regulated 605

Ca2+-sensitive (ARC) channels [22]. NMDA receptors and TRPV ion 606

channels are of particular importance since they are key media- 607

tors of biomechanical signals and are thus significant components 608

of chondrocyte mechanotransduction pathways [33,34]. Besides 609

these ligand-gated Ca2+ entry pathways, the functional expression 610

of voltage-operated Ca2+ channels (VOCCs) has also been reported 611

during chondrogenesis. VOCCs are large complexes consisting of 612

several subunits (!1, !2$, %1–4, and &), of which the !1 subunit 613

determines their type, i.e. L- (CaV1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4), P/Q- (CaV2.1), 614

N- (CaV2.2), R- (CaV2.3) and T-type (CaV3.1, 3.2, 3.3) Ca2+ chan- 615

nels [35]. Voltage-gated Ca2+ channels have long been known to 616

be expressed by articular chondrocytes and contribute to elevation 617

of cytosolic Ca2+ concentration via signalling through insulin-like 618

growth factor-1 [36]. VOCCs were reported to co-localise with 619

beta-1 integrin, Na+/K+-ATPase and epithelial sodium channels in 620

mechanoreceptor complexes in developing chondrocytes [37]; fur- 621

thermore, expressions of CaV1.2 and CaV3.2 channel subunits were 622

detected in chondrocytes derived from developing mouse embryos 623

by immunohistochemical staining procedures and in the murine 624

chondrogenic cell line ATDC5 [38]. Xu et al. recently demonstrated 625

that Ca2+ influx via VOCCs is also necessary for signalling pathways 626

in stimulated articular chondrocytes [39]. 627

However, a detailed molecular characterisation of various 628

VOCCs expressed in differentiating chondrogenic cells was  lack- 629

ing. Preliminary findings of our laboratory have implicated the 630

involvement of various voltage-gated Ca2+ channels during in vitro 631

chondrogenesis in chicken HDC as exposure to high concentrations 632

of extracellular K+ evoked large Ca2+ transients [21]. Therefore, 633

we undertook to provide a detailed analysis of mRNA expression 634

profiles of !1 subunits and found mRNA transcripts of two L-type 635

(CaV1.2 and CaV1.3), an R-type (CaV2.3) and all three T-type (CaV3.1, 636

CaV3.2 and CaV3.3) Ca2+ channels. Furthermore, we also confirmed 637

the presence of !1 subunit proteins in total cell lysates through- 638

out the entire culturing period, suggesting that VOCCs may play a 639

role during the differentiation of chondroprogenitor cells to chon- 640

droblasts and mature chondrocytes. The presence of the !1 subunit 641

in chondrocytes was first confirmed by Shakibaei and Mobasheri 642

in 2003 [37]. Since then, Ca2+ channel expression in chondro- 643

cytes has been implied also by others and suggested that they 644

are involved in mechanotransduction pathways [40]. Furthermore, 645

both differentiating hMSCs and limb bud-derived chondroprogen- 646

itor mesenchymal cells were found to express L- and T-type Ca2+ 647

channels, which probably reflects on the role of these specific 648

channels in controlling Ca2+ homeostasis during differentiation. 649

Although the molecular and functional characterisation of VOCCs 650

during osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs has been published [41], 651

this is the first study to provide a comprehensive analysis of VOCC 652

expression during in vitro chondrogenesis. 653

As far as the function of VOCCs during regulation of chondro- 654

genesis is concerned, when the L-type channel specific inhibitor 655

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ceca.2013.03.003
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nifedipine was administered to differentiating HDC from day 1,656

a markedly reduced cartilage ECM production was  detected by657

the end of the 6-day-long culturing period. Consistent with this,658

Sox9 protein expression was considerably attenuated. These find-659

ings are in a good correlation with results gained earlier on mouse660

embryonic limb bud mesenchymal cells, where chondrogenesis661

was inhibited by continuous application of nifedipine [32]. By662

contrast, nifedipine did not interfere with osteogenic differentia-663

tion of hMSCs [41]. However, this contradiction may  be resolved664

if one hypothesises that the Ca2+-dependent molecular machin-665

ery that regulates osteo- and chondrogenesis may  be different;666

moreover, differentiation steps of adult bone marrow MSCs (which667

are multipotent and give rise to many cell types) and embryonic668

chondroprogenitor mesenchymal cells (that are already commit-669

ted towards the chondrogenic lineage) may  also utilise different670

regulatory pathways.671

VOCCs (in particular, L- and T-type) have long been known672

to regulate cell proliferation [42]. The concept that the control673

of the cell cycle is at least partially Ca2+ dependent has been674

proposed some 40 years ago but this field is still controversial.675

Both Ca2+ influx from extracellular space and Ca2+ release from676

internal stores were reported to govern cell proliferation; the677

dependence of progression through cell cycle on Ca2+ influx may678

rely on ER Ca2+ contents as it substantially varies from one cell679

type to another [43]. Of the plasma membrane Ca2+ ion chan-680

nels, VOCCs (especially T-type channels) may  play a determining681

role in cell cycle regulation in non-excitable cells by allowing682

for a constitutive Ca2+ influx that is very sensitive even to mod-683

est changes in resting membrane potential (RMP) owing to their684

unique low voltage-dependent activation/inactivation and slow685

deactivation properties [43]. Noteworthy that cells of chondrify-686

ing HDC were found to express all three T-type channel mRNAs687

throughout the entire culturing period in this study, probably688

reflecting on the important role of these VOCCs in Ca2+ homeosta-689

sis during chondrogenesis. Since in vitro chondrogenesis requires690

high cellular density, block of voltage-operated Ca2+ channels691

could have interfered with chondrogenic differentiation of HDC692

by inhibiting cellular proliferation. Indeed, application of the L-693

type channel blocker nifedipine exerted antiproliferative effects694

in differentiating chondrocytes as it was revealed by monitoring695

the rate of DNA synthesis. Therefore VOCCs, besides mediating696

long-lasting Ca2+ influx and maintaining basal cytosolic Ca2+ levels,697

may  be important regulators of cell division required for conden-698

sation of mesenchymal cells prior to chondrogenic differentiation699

in response to changes of RMP  brought about by e.g. voltage-700

dependent K+ channels (such as KV1.1 and KV1.3) also expressed701

by cells of HDC [21].702

4.1.2. STIM1/STIM2 and Orai1 mediate store-operated Ca2+ entry703

(SOCE) in differentiating chondrocytes704

In addition to Ca2+ entry across the plasma membrane medi-705

ated by either voltage or ligand gated ion channels, a further706

source of transient increases of cytosolic Ca2+ concentration is Ca2+707

release from the ER Ca2+ stores via Ca2+ permeable IP3R or RyR708

channels [44]. Ca2+ content of internal pools primarily depends709

on Ca2+ uptake through SERCA and/or Na+–Ca2+ exchanger (NCX),710

buffering capacity of ER Ca2+ binding proteins, and Ca2+ release.711

Non-excitable cells preferentially utilise pathways that trigger the712

activation of IP3Rs, rather than Ca2+ release via RyR [45]. In fact,713

administration of caffeine, a strong agonist that activates RyR714

had no effect either in mature [46] or in differentiating chon-715

drocytes [6],  which is consistent with what has been observed716

in human and murine mesenchymal and embryonic stem cells717

[5,47].  Furthermore, while IP3R mRNA and protein expression was718

demonstrated in differentiating chondrocytes (and also in human719

MSCs), no mRNA transcripts for RyR were detectable either in720

MSCs or in cells of HDC [5,6]. Given that the ER Ca2+ stores in 721

non-excitable cells including chondrocytes are relatively small, 722

signalling pathways that generate the lipid metabolite IP3, which 723

triggers Ca2+ release via IP3Rs may  lead to store depletion. This, 724

in turn, activates Ca2+ entry across the plasma membrane, a pro- 725

cess termed store-operated Ca2+ entry (SOCE), accomplished by 726

the activation of CRAC channels to refill the ER stores [44]. SOCE 727

has been shown to contribute to maintenance of Ca2+ homeo- 728

stasis in many non-excitable cells including both rat primary 729

chondrocytes [48] and in the human chondrosarcoma cell line 730

OUMS-27 [49]; furthermore, we also demonstrated earlier that 731

upon store depletion brought about by preventing Ca2+ re-uptake 732

into the ER using the SERCA pump inhibitor CPA, differentiating 733

chondrocytes exhibited large transient rise in cytosolic Ca2+ con- 734

centration when extracellular Ca2+ became available [6].  However, 735

CRAC channels and molecules involved in SOCE in either mature 736

or developing chondrocytes have not been extensively charac- 737

terised. 738

SOCE is a complex series of events initiated by oligomeri- 739

sation of the Ca2+ sensor stromal interaction molecule (STIM1) 740

and STIM2 in the ER membrane triggered by a decrease in 741

ER Ca2+ content below a certain threshold. Oligomerisation of 742

STIM1/STIM2 is followed by redistribution into distinct puncta in 743

the ER membrane that are located in close proximity to the plasma 744

membrane, where STIM directly interacts with Orai1 dimers to 745

form tetramers, thus giving rise to the functional CRAC channel 746

[27]. 747

Chondrocytes have long been known to possess releasable ER 748

Ca2+ stores [50]; furthermore, as mentioned above, our laboratory 749

has also demonstrated releasable Ca2+ stores in cells of differ- 750

entiating cartilage [6].  However, the detailed characterisation of 751

Ca2+ transients induced by SOCE was  lacking. This is the first 752

study to provide direct evidence on the functional expression of 753

the molecules that mediate SOCE in differentiating chondrocytes. 754

mRNA transcripts of Orai1, as well as STIM1 and STIM2 were 755

found to be expressed in cells of HDC at constant levels through- 756

out the entire culturing period. Furthermore, STIM1 expression at 757

the protein level has also been confirmed. STIM2 may also have 758

important functions in developing chondrocytes as it is activated 759

by smaller decreases in ER Ca2+ concentrations than STIM1 and 760

therefore it has been proposed to regulate basal cytosolic Ca2+ 761

concentrations [51]. Owing to species limitations (lack of com- 762

mercially available antisera raised against chicken Orai1) we were 763

unable to demonstrate the presence of the Orai1 protein. Nev- 764

ertheless, the fact that store-operated Ca2+ entry was  recorded 765

in cells of HDC during single cell fluorescent Ca2+ measurements 766

provides indirect evidence on the protein expression of the pore- 767

forming subunit of CRAC channels. Furthermore, SOCE mediated 768

by interaction between STIM and Orai1 seems to be a very impor- 769

tant contributor to normal Ca2+ homeostasis of differentiating 770

chondrocytes as blockade of SOCE combined with ER Ca2+ store 771

depletion by preventing re-uptake with continuous application of 772

CPA almost completely abrogated in vitro chondrogenesis. Insuffi- 773

cient replenishment of ER Ca2+ stores and consequently disturbed 774

Ca2+ homeostasis may  modulate cartilage formation by detrimen- 775

tally affecting cell division. Indeed, proliferation rate in cells with 776

depleted internal Ca2+ stores was  found to be almost completely 777

attenuated, without severely affecting mitochondrial metabolic 778

activity. These results further support the concept that the cell 779

proliferation machinery in differentiating chondrocytes is very sen- 780

sitive to changes in cytosolic Ca2+ levels, irrespective of the source 781

of Ca2+ (either Ca2+ entry across the plasma membrane or Ca2+ 782

release from internal stores); notwithstanding the fact that the 783

relationship between ER Ca2+ contents and cell cycle regulation 784

is controversial and seems to be cell type-specific as discussed by 785

Capiod [43].
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4.2. Possible role of Ca2+ oscillations during chondrogenesis786

Many studies have shown that the frequency of biological oscil-787

lations encode dynamical information to control varied cellular788

activities including gene activation, cell division, or proliferation.789

In particular, periodic Ca2+ oscillations are generally accepted to790

enhance efficiency and specificity of signalling pathways at lower791

levels of stimulation than a small, sustained increase in basal Ca2+792

levels [52]. Therefore, Ca2+ oscillations are considered to be more793

suitable for cells that only receive low levels of stimulation and/or794

characterised by low receptor occupancies. It is therefore not795

surprising that periodic fluctuations in basal cytosolic Ca2+ concen-796

tration have been observed in many non-excitable cells including797

MSCs and chondrocytes.798

The concept of an intracellular “pulsatile Ca2+ pacemaker”799

region that is capable of initiating and maintaining rhythmic Ca2+800

oscillations in isolated articular chondrocytes was first proposed801

by D’Andrea and Vittur in 1995 [50]. Later on, others have also802

reported on spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations in sliced cartilage and803

primary chondrocyte cultures; furthermore, mechanically induced804

Ca2+ waves regulated by a paracrine purinergic signalling pathway805

have also been described [53]. This is particularly important as806

Ca2+ oscillations and consequent activation of NFAT that governs807

proliferation and differentiation were also found to be regulated808

by an ATP autocrine/paracrine loop in human MSCs [54]. Interest-809

ingly, however, in the murine chondrogenic teratocarcinoma cell810

line ATDC5, Ca2+ oscillations were found to drive ATP oscillations811

that play a critical role during prechondrogenic condensation and812

oscillatory secretion of ECM and cell adhesion molecules [55]. Fur-813

thermore, the same laboratory has proposed that these Ca2+-driven814

ATP oscillations are initiated by extracellular ATP signalling via the815

ionotropic purinergic receptor P2X4 [56]; the same receptor that816

was suggested by our laboratory to be a key player in mediat-817

ing Ca2+ influx in differentiating chondrocytes [20]. Nevertheless,818

a reciprocal regulatory loop between ATP and Ca2+ oscillations in819

differentiating MSCs and chondrocytes can be hypothesised that820

may  drive differentiation and/or proliferation of these cell types.821

As far as temporal aspects of Ca2+ oscillations in non-excitable822

cells are concerned, huge variations exist. For MSCs, the average823

period of cyclic Ca2+ transients was 5.7 ± 3.0 min  [5] with large indi-824

vidual variability. Cells in primary cultures of human osteoblasts825

were also reported to exhibit spontaneous oscillations with a fre-826

quency of 0.25–0.6 min−1 [57], which correlates well with the range827

observed in MSCs. In chondrocytes, however, oscillations exhibited828

greater variability. In a slice of mature rabbit articular cartilage,829

individual chondrocytes exhibited spontaneous long-lasting (up830

to 30 s) Ca2+ transients within a 120-s-long observation period831

[53]. Cytosolic Ca2+ (and subsequently ATP) in the chondrogenic832

ATDC5 cell line were found to oscillate with a period of 1 tran-833

sient in approx. every 6 h [55]. By contrast, our measurements834

performed on differentiating cells of chicken micromass cultures835

revealed spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations at a significantly higher fre-836

quency. In 45 of 240 cells (19%) and in 175 of 317 cells (55%)837

examined during this study on culturing days 1 and 2, respectively,838

Fluo-4-loaded cells in HDC exhibited cyclic Ca2+ transients at a839

rate of 0.08 ± 0.01 Hz on day 1, which decreased to 0.06 ± 0.003 Hz840

by culturing day 2. In a recent study performed by Nguyen et841

al., Fluo-4 loaded bovine articular chondrocytes were found to842

exhibit oscillations at a comparably high frequency to cells of843

HDC; furthermore, these oscillations were also dependent on both844

extracellular and intracellular Ca2+ sources, as well as relied on845

the function of voltage-dependent and voltage-independent Ca2+846

channels [58]. However, in this work, oscillations were induced by847

basic calcium phosphate (BCP) crystals to mimic  microcrystalline848

stress, a phenomenon involved in OA pathogenesis; moreover, the849

authors concluded that BCP crystal-induced Ca2+ oscillations were850

deleterious as they were involved in proteoglycan degradation. By 851

contrast, spontaneous Ca2+ transients in limb bud-derived chon- 852

drifying cultures seemed to be inherent features of differentiating 853

cells of HDC. 854

4.3. Involvement of Ca2+ entry and release processes in Ca2+ 855

oscillations 856

Although we  have investigated the source of Ca2+ flux that gen- 857

erates transient increases in cytosolic Ca2+ in a previous study [21], 858

we now performed a more thorough analysis. We  found that lack 859

of free Ca2+ in the bath solution abrogated oscillations after a few 860

minutes; this implies the dependence of the phenomenon on Ca2+ 861

entry across the plasma membrane, and at the same time provides 862

evidence that internal stores also contribute to the maintenance of 863

oscillations, but only to a limited extent, probably owing to their 864

relatively low Ca2+ contents. This finding is in accordance with what 865

has been described in hMSCs, since this group has also concluded 866

that Ca2+ entry was  required to sustain Ca2+ oscillations [5].  Similar 867

results were observed also in differentiating human osteoblast-like 868

cells [57]. To identify Ca2+ channels that maintain Ca2+ entry dur- 869

ing periodic transients, we  examined whether VOCCs that proved 870

to be important regulators of sustained Ca2+ transport across the 871

plasma membrane were involved in this process. When the L-type 872

Ca2+ channel blocker nifedipine was  applied during fluorescent 873

Ca2+ imaging, it slightly reduced the ratio of oscillating cells, as 874

well as parameters (amplitude and frequency) of Ca2+ oscillations 875

compared to untreated controls. These results indicate that Ca2+ 876

influx via VOCCs indeed plays a role in maintaining Ca2+ oscillations, 877

but their contribution is only secondary. By contrast, application of 878

nifedipine on osteoblasts had no effect on Ca2+ oscillations [57]. 879

Next, we  looked at the role of internal Ca2+ stores. When LaCl3 880

and YM-58483, blockers that inhibit all channel-mediated Ca2+ 881

entry and CRAC channels, respectively, were applied to oscillat- 882

ing cells, a severe disturbance in cytosolic Ca2+ was observed: 883

small-amplitude fluctuations, rather than periodic Ca2+ transients, 884

were recorded. Furthermore, with the ER Ca2+ stores depleted—i.e. 885

when the SERCA-blocker CPA was  co-applied with LaCl3 and YM- 886

58483—no changes in cytosolic Ca2+ levels could be detected, even 887

in the presence of external Ca2+ in the bath solution. Therefore, Ca2+ 888

cycling between intracellular pools and the cytosol seems to be a 889

determining factor in the generation of spontaneous Ca2+ transi- 890

ents as blockade of SOCE combined with store depletion completely 891

abrogated oscillations. These results are in a complete agreement 892

with what has been observed in osteoblasts where oscillations 893

could also be blocked by store depletion induced with thapsigar- 894

gin [57]. Since Kawano et al. have also reported on the dependence 895

of spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations on internal Ca2+ pools in hMSCs 896

[5],  the determining role of ER Ca2+ stores and processes of store 897

replenishment (SOCE; including STIM and Orai isoforms) in the 898

generation/maintenance of Ca2+ oscillations seems to be a general 899

phenomenon in differentiating mesenchymal cells. 900

4.4. Molecular decoders of Ca2+ oscillations 901

It is widely accepted that Ca2+ acts via activation of pathways 902

that involve Ca2+-dependent protein kinases (classic PKCs, e.g. 903

PKCalpha) and phosphoprotein phosphatases (calcineurin); these 904

in turn trigger various transcription factors such as NFAT, NF-"B, 905

JNK1, MEF2 and CREB, depending on the frequency and amplitude 906

of the Ca2+ transients. In lymphocytes and MSCs, Ca2+ oscillations 907

were reported to trigger the calcineurin-dependent dephospho- 908

rylation and consequent nuclear translocation of NFAT [54]. The 909

importance of the calcineurin–NFAT4 pathway has been demon- 910

strated in chondrogenesis [59,60]. These data indicate that NFAT4 911

activation induced by high-frequency Ca2+ oscillations may  play 912
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Fig. 8. Refined model showing known components of Ca2+ homeostasis and signalling pathways that modulate Ca2+ oscillations in developing chondrocytes. Ca2+ can enter
the  cell via voltage-operated Ca2+ channels (VOCCs), P2X4 purinergic receptors, NMDA receptors or TRP channels; changes in resting membrane potential are mediated by
voltage-gated K+ channels. ATP is secreted to the extracellular space via putative connexin 43 hemichannels. Activation of G-protein coupled P2Y purinergic receptors cause
Ca2+-release from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) via inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate receptors (IP3R). Depletion of the Ca2+ stores cause aggregation of stromal interaction
molecules (STIM1/STIM2), which are the Ca2+ sensors of the ER and trigger the opening of the store-operated Orai1 channels. Reuptake of Ca2+ to the ER is mediated by the
sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA) and the Na+–Ca2+ exchanger (NCX). See text for details.
The concept of the image was adopted from [44].

important roles in regulating proliferation and differentiation dur-913

ing chondrogenesis.914

Cyclic rise in basal cytosolic Ca2+ concentration may also trig-915

ger the activation of Ca2+–calmodulin dependent protein kinase916

II (CaMKII) that has been reported to act as a decoder of Ca2+917

oscillations [61], owing to its complex regulation and progressive918

activation. CaMKII mediates many cellular functions in response919

to elevated Ca2+ in various cells and tissues, including regulation920

of ion channels, cytoskeleton, gene transcription and prolifera-921

tion. Expression of various CaMKII enzymes has been confirmed922

in human articular chondrocytes at both mRNA and protein lev-923

els [62]; furthermore, we have also detected mRNA transcripts of924

CaMKII isoforms alpha, beta, gamma  and delta in differentiating925

cells in HDC with variable expression patterns (Supplementary Fig.926

1). CaMKII is especially suitable to decode high-frequency Ca2+927

oscillations as its activation is sensitive to periodic changes in928

the range of 0.1–10 s [63]. For it is exactly at this range that dif-929

ferentiating cells in our experimental model exhibit spontaneous930

Ca2+ oscillations, it can be hypothesised that this pathway may931

mediate oscillation-linked activation of transcription factors to pro-932

mote chondrogenic differentiation and matrix synthesis in primary933

chicken micromass cultures. However, further studies are needed934

to unequivocally confirm the involvement of CaMKII in decoding935

cytosolic Ca2+ oscillations in differentiating chondrocytes.936

4.5. Refined model of Ca2+ homeostasis in differentiating937

chondrocytes with respect to Ca2+ oscillations938

Based on results obtained in the present work and earlier data of939

our research group, as well as studies performed by others in this940

field, the following model is proposed to describe the generation 941

and maintenance of spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations in differentiating 942

chondrocytes (Fig. 8). Both Ca2+ entry across the plasma mem- 943

brane and Ca2+ release from internal stores are required for the 944

phenomenon, since oscillations disappeared when cultures were 945

bathed in Ca2+-free extracellular solution, and also when internal 946

Ca2+ stores were depleted. Therefore, at least three distinct mech- 947

anisms may  be responsible for generation of Ca2+ oscillations. 948

First, an autocrine–paracrine purinergic regulatory loop during 949

in vitro chondrogenesis first proposed in 2009 by our group [20] 950

can be considered, similarly to what has been described in mature 951

chondrocytes [53] or in MSCs [54]. We  and others have reported 952

that ATP is secreted by differentiating chondrocytes [20], possibly 953

through connexin 43 hemichannels [64]; extracellular nucleotides 954

may  act on the two  large superfamilies of P2 purinergic recep- 955

tors: the ATP-gated ion channel-type P2X receptors, and the G 956

protein-coupled metabotropic P2Y receptors. Several subtypes of 957

both P2X and P2Y receptors were found to be expressed by dif- 958

ferentiating and mature chondrocytes [20,64]. Upon binding to 959

P2 receptors, ATP may  initiate two distinct Ca2+ signalling path- 960

ways: acting through metabotropic P2Y receptors leads to Ca2+ 961

mobilisation from internal stores via the PLC–IP3 pathway, while 962

activation of ligand-gated P2X receptors—that are bona fide ion 963

channels—directly enables Ca2+ influx. Both pathways lead to the 964

transient elevation of cytosolic Ca2+ concentration, eliminated by 965

either active Ca2+ pump or exchange functions (sequestration into 966

the ER by SERCA and NCX or into mitochondria by the mitochon- 967

drial calcium uniporter or mitochondrial NCX; or extrusion to the 968

extracellular space by the plasma membrane Ca2+-ATPase, PMCA 969

or NCX). 970
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Second, it should be noted that P2X receptors are non-selective971

cation channels that mediate Na+ influx, K+ efflux and, to a972

lesser extent, Ca2+ influx, leading to cell membrane depolarisa-973

tion [65]. This then triggers the activation of voltage-operated974

calcium channels (VOCCs), thus enabling further Ca2+ entry across975

the plasma membrane. VOCCs are also key (albeit not the pivotal)976

players involved in generation and/or maintenance of repetitive977

Ca2+ transients as their blockade by nifedipine alters the param-978

eters of oscillations, although does not eliminate them. In turn,979

elevated cytosolic Ca2+ may  also activate Ca2+ activated K+ chan-980

nels [66,67],  which leads to membrane repolarisation that acts981

on other ion channels, e.g. voltage-dependent potassium chan-982

nels (KV). We  and others have shown that chondrocytes express983

mRNA transcripts and proteins of voltage-gated K+ ion channels984

[68]; moreover, a switch between KV1.1 and KV1.3 plasma mem-985

brane protein expression is required for in vitro chondrogenesis986

[21]. In fact, two cell populations in terms of membrane poten-987

tial distribution were observed in HDC: in one population, the988

mean membrane potential was more positive and showed greater989

fluctuations (−39.0 ± 4.1 mV)  while in the other population, cells990

were much more hyperpolarised with significantly lower cell-to-991

cell variance (−72.2 ± 1.5 mV)  [21]. Periodic alterations in RMP992

may  activate different subsets of VOCCs enabling cyclic Ca2+ influx993

that manifests in periodic Ca2+ oscillations. Obviously, other Ca2+994

channels that enable Ca2+ entry across the plasma membrane995

(i.e.  NMDA receptors, members of the TRP family, arachidonate-996

regulated Ca2+ channels, etc.) may  also contribute to maintenance997

of Ca2+ oscillations; however, their detailed analysis is yet to be998

performed.999

The third mechanism may  include many signalling pathways1000

(i.e. P2Y receptors, etc.) that converge on Ca2+ release from inter-1001

nal Ca2+ stores via activation of phospholipase C resulting in the1002

generation of IP3 which then binds to the IP3 receptor in the ER1003

membrane and promotes Ca2+ release. Store depletion in turn ini-1004

tiates SOCE via CRAC channels, which are activated through the1005

binding of the ER Ca2+ sensors STIM1 and STIM2 to the CRAC chan-1006

nel protein Orai1 and/or other CRAC channels (for relevant recent1007

reviews, see [27,44]). SOCE seems to be essential for Ca2+ oscil-1008

lations as cells with depleted stores failed to exhibit periodic Ca2+1009

transients. However, Ca2+ release alone is insufficient for long-term1010

maintenance of oscillations as transients disappeared when Ca2+1011

entry from the extracellular space was prevented by using Ca2+-free1012

external bath solution. Therefore, SOCE is a key pathway required1013

for sustained Ca2+ influx and store replenishment in differentiating1014

chondrocytes.1015

Amongst other pathways, CaMKII enzyme subtypes, as well1016

as the calcineurin–NFAT signalling axis may  be involved in1017

decoding information encoded by high-frequency Ca2+ oscil-1018

lations, thus promoting differentiation of chondroprogenitor1019

mesenchymal cells. Noteworthy that Sox9, the master tran-1020

scription factor of chondrogenesis and sexual differentiation,1021

can be translocated to the nucleus by binding to calmodulin1022

during sex determination [69], suggesting that this Ca2+ depend-1023

ent pathway may  be involved in decoding Ca2+-oscillations in1024

differentiating chondrocytes. However, the precise role of the1025

above mechanisms played in this process is yet to be charac-1026

terised.1027

It should be noted that Ca2+ entry and Ca2+ release are1028

intimately connected and interdependent, and their precise1029

role in generating/maintaining rapid Ca2+ oscillations cannot1030

be discussed independently. We  therefore hypothesise that1031

the pathways discussed above act in coordination and are all1032

indispensable to normal Ca2+ homeostasis of differentiating chon-1033

drocytes (although possibly to a variable extent), similarly to1034

what has been described by Kawano et al. in human MSCs1035

[54].

4.6. Concluding remarks 1036

In this study, we provided evidence that rapid transient 1037

increases in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration are a common feature 1038

of cells in chicken primary HDC before and during differentia- 1039

tion (on days 1 and 2).  It must be emphasised that these Ca2+ 1040

oscillations were spontaneous and did not require pharmacolog- 1041

ical stimulation by agonists, which is a relatively rare phenomenon 1042

amongst non-excitable cells where transient increases in cytosolic 1043

Ca2+ concentration generally occur following exposure to agonists. 1044

However, the molecular link between spontaneous high-frequency 1045

Ca2+ oscillations and regulation of chondrogenesis remains poorly 1046

characterised. Nevertheless, Ca2+ oscillations were gradually lost 1047

as chondroprogenitors became committed chondroblasts and then 1048

mature chondrocytes, suggesting they are only characteristic for 1049

differentiating cells of HDC. It is generally accepted that Ca2+ oscil- 1050

lations are involved in the differentiation of many non-excitable 1051

cells, including MSCs and articular chondrocytes. Moreover, the 1052

complex interrelation between cyclic changes of ATP and Ca2+ lev- 1053

els has also been implicated in these cell types. Although several 1054

elements of the pathways involved, including Ca2+ sensitive protein 1055

kinases and phosphoprotein phosphatases (classic PKC, CaMKII, 1056

calcineurin), plasma membrane proteins (KV1.1, KV1.3, VOCC, P2X 1057

and P2Y receptors) and transcription factors (CREB, NFAT) have 1058

been identified in differentiating chondrocytes by our laboratory 1059

and others, the nature of their putative co-operation in generating 1060

and maintaining Ca2+ oscillations to govern differentiation remains 1061

elusive. These findings may  prove to be useful for future research 1062

aimed at exploiting the regeneration capacity of chondroprogenitor 1063

cells found in both healthy [70] and diseased articular cartilage [71]. 1064

Extrapolation of our results regarding Ca2+ homeostasis of differ- 1065

entiating chondrocytes to cartilage regeneration or bioengineering 1066

from human mesenchymal stem cells may  also contribute to recent 1067

advances in this field. 1068
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